A New Light of Therapy for Non-Alcoholic Fatty Liver Disease: Symbiotic.
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ABSTRACT
Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) is the most common chronic liver disease in the world. Oral administration of symbiotic has been proposed as an effective treatment of NAFLD because of its modulating effect on the gut flora, which can influence the gut-liver axis. The incidence of obesity and its related conditions, including non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) has been dramatically increased in all age groups worldwide. Given the health consequences of these conditions and the subsequent economic burden on healthcare systems, their prevention and treatment have become major priorities. Symbiotic supplementation in addition to lifestyle modification is superior to lifestyle modification alone for the treatment of NAFLD, at least partially through attenuation of inflammatory markers in the body. Recent evidence suggests that the gut microbiota may play a role in the development of insulin resistance, hepatic steatosis, necro-inflammation and fibrosis. Because standard dietary and lifestyle changes and pathogenically-oriented therapies (e.g., antioxidants, oral hypoglycaemic agents, and lipid-lowering agents) often fail due to poor compliance and lack of efficacy, novel approaches directed toward a safe and effectively alter patho-mechanism is in way of study. The immune-regulatory effects of probiotics may be beneficial in NAFLD treatment as they modulate the intestinal microbiota, improve epithelial barrier function, strengthen the intestinal wall and decreases its permeability, reduce bacterial translocation and endotoxemia though improves intestinal inflammation, reduce oxidative and inflammatory liver damage.
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INTRODUCTION

Symbiotic are the combinational outcome of prebiotics and probiotics that benefits the host by improving the live micro-organisms survivability and growth stimulating activity in gastro-intestinal tract. Due to perceived health boosting aid of both probiotic and prebiotic they can be administered in combination or as separate units in the form of microcapsule.1

Therefore, symbiotic unveils several benefits which include reduction in serum cholesterol, anti-carcinogenic activity, immune-stimulating activity, antimicrobial activity and inflammatory liver damage. A true health beneficial effect has been proven by abundant incorporation of prebiotics into probiotic. Likewise prebiotic serves as a food for probiotics which modulates the gut flora.

In addition Lactobacillus acidophilus, Bifidobacterium longum and Lactobacillus casei consuming foods predominantly showing significant health benefits after adding prebiotics. Thus these failouts have been amplifying the concept of symbiotic.2

Probiotics are living microorganisms which boosts the immune-system and shows beneficial effects for human health by producing antibodies. These are called as “Good bacteria” present inside the body that can protect the gut from harmful bacteria and inhibits their growth. Thus diarrhoea, colon cancer, vaginal and urogenital infection, high serum cholesterol and resistance to infectious disease happen due to those harmful bacterial growths in gut. Hence probiotics are helpful to overcome these infectious conditions. The most common probiotic bacteria are belong to lactobacillus and bifido-bacteria groups and this has been shown proficient benefits against bacterial infection.

Now a days the heightening interest in low fat products encouraging for probiotic product development and there are different approaches has been studied for enhancement, survivability of probiotic bacteria in acidic and enteric medium including physical defence granted by food system.3,4

Prebiotics are basically non-digestible food ingredients occur from natural sources that encourages the growth of healthy bacteria in gut but In reality the term prebiotics was found by replacing ‘pro’ into ‘pre’ which means ‘before’ or ‘for’5,6

In recent years, Inulin and oligosaccharides are the most demonstrated prebiotics. The concept of development of prebiotics from different sources has been in demand because of arrival of various functional foods in health conscious consumers.7

Ban on the use of antibiotics and hormones as feed additives, consumer awareness, and strict quality control actions are the driving factors for intense research and development in the areas of functional food, especially the prebiotic oligosaccharides.8

The aim of this review is to study on prebiotics, probiotics, symbiotic and symbiotic formulations by
following different microencapsulation techniques which is a great link to cure the non-alcoholic fatty liver disease.

**Role of Gut Microbiota in Liver**

In general gut is an alimentary tube which not only involves in transfer of food to digestive organs but also contains gut flora that termed as the largest reservoir of live micro-organism and consist of various species of micro-organism. *E.coli* is one of the common species of bacteria that mainly found in the human gut.

Therefore gut micro-organism shows most of useful effects by assembling the energy from the fermentation of undigested carbohydrate and by absorption of (SCFAs) short-chain fatty acids. These are most essential fatty acids such as butyrate and propionates which mainly absorbed by colonic epithelium and another by the liver where butyrate is energy sources. But acetate found in peripheral tissues that mainly enter through systemic circulation which is also uses as a premier element for biosynthesis.9,10

![Figure 1: Schematic representation of Functional interaction between the gut microbiota and host metabolism](image)

Figure 1 explains that Acetate, propionate, and butyrate are the basic SCFAs mainly found in gut lumen of humans, but due to bacterial fermentation of carbohydrates inside the lumen that leads to production of propionate which mainly absorbed into the portal vein and rapidly removed from blood by the liver that could be a chief factor in the hepatic gluconeogenesis regulation.10

Liver glucose production and food intake regulates energy and glucose homeostasis thus, the upper duodenal lipids activates an intestine-brain-liver neural axis to control glucose homeostasis by inhibiting glucose production.

Liver is a prime part of body system for filtration and shows first line defence for the host simultaneously.11

The research suggests that there is a dense link between gut micro biota and liver, this relation shows that helpful matters generated by the liver are absorbed by the gut that means liver accepts nearly about 70% of blood stream from intestine and signifies a defence contrary to antigens derived from gut. Therefore intestinal microbes plays vibrant protagonist in preservations of gut-liver axis.12

Due to bare display towards gut, liver is a major spot for bacterial phagocytosis which involves in procurement of nutrients and leads to exclusion of pathogens therefore ‘Kupffer-cell’ so-called as permanent macrophages of liver regulates the passage of endotoxin and phagocyte bacteria through portal vein thus it may cause systemic bacterial infection. As a result K-cell is like an engine, once got activated, that will run the damage of liver in sharp speed therefore Gut liver axis shares a supreme part in pathogenesis of non-alcoholic fatty liver disease.13

**NAFLD (Non-Alcoholic Fatty Liver Disease)**

Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) is a severe liver disease that the large proportion of a population found to have a condition of growing in incidence by means of the global epidemic of fattiness and resistance towards insulin for over the past few years and also both are accompanied with alteration in gastric micro biota.14,15

On the other hand understanding of the previous studies was, how the micro biota subsidizes to the pathophysiology of non-alcoholic fatty liver disease is still a big task due to intestinal bacterial overgrowth which may leads to inflammation and liver injury.16,22

Even though the diversity of reasons, behind the liver damage may be viral, toxic and metabolic, but pathogenic mechanisms are responsible for various kinds of liver injury from inflammation to liver cirrhosis. Thus changes in intestinal flora look like to show a key protagonist in stimulation and the liver damage progression therefore Probiotics may constructively powers several functions of the colonic micro biota and helps to make pathogenic adjustments in chronic liver disease.23,25

**Epidemiology of NAFLD**

![Table 1: The evaluation of degree of steatosis in percentage (%)](chart)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(%) of involvement of steatotic hepatocytes</th>
<th>Steatosis level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0% - 30%</td>
<td>Mild</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33% - 66%</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 66%</td>
<td>Severe</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Both Non-alcoholic fatty liver and alcoholic liver have quite similar mechanism but NAFLD take place to people having no past of alcohol abuse. NAFLD mainly due to increase in influx of free fatty acids to liver that rises fat synthesis and indirectly helps in opening of inflammatory pathways.

Therefore hepatocytes lipid deposition plays main anchor for creating fatty liver and that increases the consequence NAFLD world population.16-28

To diagnose Fatty Liver, there is a technique called Liver ultrasonography most commonly used. But a diagnosis of
Non-alcoholic fatty liver should be performed if steatosis reached more than 5% of hepatocyte that means more than 10% of liver is fatty and Table-1 below shows the steatosis level of mild, moderate and severe depending (%) of hepatocytes.

However, the prevalence of NAFLD differs depending on weight, gender, age, obesity and insulin resistance. The study conveyed that US adults of 30% and 25% Italian adults are more exposed towards NAFLD Likewise, 80–90% in overweight adults, 30–50% diabetes also more open and importantly up to 90% with hyperlipidemia is mostly prone to NAFLD.

In the year 2011 studied 400 patients (African American; Caucasians, Hispanic) of age range 28-70 from Brooked Army medium centre. As a result 46% found having NAFLD But among 54 diabetic patients, 74% Susceptible towards NAFLD whereas 22.2% shown NASH. But another study revealed that, 3 major countries of Asia like China, India, Japan shows apparent added prevalence of Non-Alcoholic Liver Disease up to 5 to 30% as part of others. Whereas in India high-risk citizenry like adipose 5-25%, dyslipidaemia 20% and (30-90%) diabetic are more open towards NAFLD shown in Graph-1 & 2.

Non-Alcoholic Fatty Liver Disease is an ultimate pathological condition in western countries like a current survey by National Health and Nutrition Examination (NHANE) predicted that about 30% prevalence of NAFLD in the United States between two conjugative year 2011 and 2012 where as in Asian countries the chance is within 15%.

One work from Taiwan had shown the prevalence of NASH in 80% obese patients when undergoing bariatric surgery. Now also children are going through diabetes therefore a research unveils that zone-3 steatosis and Diabetes are less common in children’s than adults. But still it’s a challenge for pathologist to diagnose NAFLD in children’s.

Therefore incidence of NAFLD between children is (3–10%), while it is mounting up to 40–70% with children having obesity. Moreover, pediatric NAFLD increased about 5% now with male-to-female ratio of 2:1.

Mainly the Clinico-pathological studies had been performed by employing a mathematical algorithm of meltates by subsequent evaluation of 100 overweight children’s and biopsy their liver resulted in type-1, type-2 diabetes, zone-3 steatosis and ballooning.

Pathogenesis of NAFLD

Non-Alcoholic Fatty Liver Disease is an ultimate communal pathological condition in western countries but now Asian countries are more dispose towards this disease due to two leading factor i.e. their rich-food intake and 2nd sedative lifestyle, that prompting in the direction of obesity and insulin resistance.

But previously experimental outcomes shown that obesity linked with NAFLD are relating to change in colonic penetrability and translocation of bacterial nutrients to liver.

During obesity and insulin resistance (IR), there is rise in of free fatty acids (FFA) inflow and converts into triglycerides by beta oxidation or esterification with glycerol and stored in the form of lipid droplets that leads to increases fat deposition in liver.

Obesity is mainly due to gut micro flora variation and maximal intestinal permeability. Alteration in gut flora invokes release and overgrowth of bacterial endotoxin like lipo-poly saccharides and lipoprotein leads to endotoximia which initiates liver damage. Then the next stage leads to activation of kupffer cell that indicates the liver damage by 1st hit i.e. by build-up fats in hepatocytes and the 2nd hit activates the (toll like receptors) TLRs along with CD-14 (clusters of differentiation -14) that releases lipo-poly saccharides abundantly and activates TNF-α (tumour necrosis factor-α) which gives a clue of liver injury (NAFLD), then the severity transforms into steatosis, NASH, fibrosis and cirrhosis.

But the key stage is steotisis which once has developed means that will sensitize the liver which leads to inflammation because of different stimuli. TNF-α intervened hepatocyte injury, Hyper-insulinemia,
oxidative stress, altered lipid partitioning and apoptosis all are due to second hit causing NASH.\textsuperscript{54}

TLRs (toll free receptors) are the key players in inflammation which identifies PAMPs (pathogen associated molecular patterns) such as lipopolysaccharides, lipoproteins to detect the presence of pathogen. The analysis betrayed that there are eleven Toll-like receptors (TLRs) have been identified in humans but TLRs 2, 4 and 9 are now the most importantly useful for recognition and signalling of Gram-positive and negative bacteria.\textsuperscript{55} However TLRs Stimulation leads to the prompting of nuclear factor kappa B (NFkB) that results in antimicrobial gene with inflammatory cytokines and chemokine transcription.\textsuperscript{56}

But ethanol, ammonia and acetaldehyde production by the colonic micro flora are largely processed by liver and have capacity to control cytokine building and K- cell activity.\textsuperscript{57}

**Histopathology**

The histological field of NAFLD contains varied types of minor and ample atom macro-vesicular steatosis, which is mainly termed by means of inflammation with cell injury that leads to NASH and Evolution of fibrosis.\textsuperscript{58}

The capital histological feature of NAFLD is the accession of fat i.e. triglycerides accumulations in hepatocytes.\textsuperscript{59,60}

Masson’s trichrome & Verhoeff stain of liver has shown a macro vesicular steatosis, balmy fibrosis and the hepatocytes however Macro-vesicular steatosis is basically due to the build-up of lipid that leads to alter the cell’s nucleus.\textsuperscript{61}

A previous report unveils that, Liver biopsy specimens of NAFLD patients are classified into four types. Type-1: steatosis alone, type 2: steatosis with lobular inflammation, type 3: steatosis with hepatocyte ballooning and type 4: combination of both type 3 and fibrosis which are new histological finding of NAFLD.\textsuperscript{62}

**Selection of Prebiotic and Probiotic for Micro-Encapsulation**

Prebiotics are usually belongs to hetero-groups, these are basically carbohydrates or polymeric carbohydrate molecules mainly isolated from dietary fibres, thus for microencapsulation the maximal food load of fibres should be a convincing step which helps to maintain a healthy environment in gut.

Prebiotics like fructo-oligosaccharides (FOS), Galactomannan, Short chain fatty acids, inulin, fructans, polysaccharides, mono-saccharides, and oligosaccharides are abundantly available in nature and also inexpensively isolated from plant roots, seeds, fruits, vegetables, marine herbs.

But the use of prebiotics for microencapsulation consists of its improvement of survivability, adherence and resistibility in GIT. Now most case studies had been shown in improvisation of gut flora which is due to more use of symbiotic, which means use of prebiotics as substrate with probiotics. For example Inulin is the most widely accepted prebiotic from chicory roots because of its solubility, fermentability which leads to maximize bacterial count and modulates the gut flora.\textsuperscript{63}

Other prebiotics like glucans which is a polysaccharide of D-glucose monomer isolated from mushroom has shown potential activity by increasing in bacterial count in gut and provides an improvise immunity against pathogens and previously glucans are also used for diabetes and high cholesterol.\textsuperscript{64-66}

Prebiotic action mainly depends on advance amount of bacillus growth and their count in large intestine because by metabolic agitator will not able to digest prebiotics like beta glucans, inulin, oligosaccharides, fructans but they are metabolized by beneficial bacilli known as (probiotics) and are existing in GIT that leads to access in bacterial advance and number.\textsuperscript{67}

Probiotics are mainly living cells which controls intestinal pathogen by modifying gut flora, constructing antibacterial activity in gut and up turning antibody level. Selection of probiotics for microencapsulation should include such parameters like survivability, adherence, anti-toxic activity and pathogen blocking activity which provides a shield against harmful bacteria.\textsuperscript{68}

Generally the main isolation source of probiotics are from milk, vegetables, fruits, yogurts, fishes which offers a vigorous health benefits byImprovising the microbial balance. But in India 90% or more cultured products manufactured are from curd due to easy availability of milk like buffalo milk, cow milk, goat milk etc.\textsuperscript{69}

Lactic acid bacteria and bifido bacteria are most popular probiotic species which vastly isolated from numerous sources that offers better intestinal balance. According to JordiCun, lactic acid bacteria has shown auspicious properties when used as probiotics for improving oral health. But now bifido-bacteria are evolving groups of colonic bacteria helpful for human health. However Yogurts with bifido-bacteria or in combination with other lactobacillus species have been commonly useful for the fermented milks production.\textsuperscript{70-72}

Symbiotic preparations are mainly for increasing endurance of probiotics in gastrointestinal tract which is a combination of prebiotics and probiotics. According to research fructo-oligosaccharides have shown more growth rate with these bacterial species B. longum, B.animalis Whereas in case of inulin growth rate little less as compared to FOS when treated in combination with same bifido-bacterial species.\textsuperscript{73}

Poor survivability of probiotics in GIT encourages a new technique called symbiotic which getting more popular day by day because of their highly usefulness in cholesterol lowering property and non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD).\textsuperscript{74}
It has been recorded that patients with dissimilar stages of Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease i.e. from steatosis to cirrhosis are more open up towards endotoximia and that leads increase in frequency of bacterial growth in small intestine and increase of intestinal permeability. Thus symbiotic could be a therapy to control and protect against intestinal alteration.75,76

**Microencapsulation: Purpose of this Technique**

In recent years a fastest growing technology in pharmaceuticals called, microencapsulation is in report because of its demand on target drug delivery. In case probiotics, micro-encapsulation technique provides a barrier to these living cells throughout adverse environment until a drug reach the site of action.76

Therefore this technology opens up a new working tool for pharmaceutical and biotechnological sector that helps to enhance their survivability and release profile but there are several factors that plays leading role in probiotics survivability, which includes PH, acidification, hydrogen peroxide production, oxygen toxicity, storage temperature, poor growth in GI system.77,78

The main purpose of encapsulation is to provide not only environmental protection and controlling drug release characteristics but also to help in altering colloidal and surface properties, converting liquid into solid, reducing gastric irritation and to give stabilization to oxidation.79

But practically this could be a process which involves by means of spreading a tiny coating layer to small solid particles or/ liquid droplets or/ dispersion. Where a hydrocolloid bead entraps the cells within bead matrix and reduces cell loss that helps probiotics to hit the target site. Likewise the bead matrix includes polymeric materials for example (chiston, xanthan, k-carageenan, cellulose acetate thalet, and alginate) for efficient target release in gut.80

Lipids have shown beneficial approaches for encapsulation because of their lesser amount of solubility in water and fatty acids. Moreover lipids remain capable of holding several bioactive molecules during encapsulation for specific site delivery.81

Proteins, peptides, carbohydrates are called bioactive molecules which acts as a strategic growth factor likewise protein helpful in biodegradation in GIT due to its larger sensitivity and hetero groups like carbohydrates generally isolated from dietary fibres though helpful in cholesterol lowering.82

Microencapsulation with maximum food load of fibres without compromising product quality is a convincing step forward which helps to reach high health benefits.

The uniqueness of microencapsulation is the smallness of the coated particle which indirectly depends on selection core material and coating material that leads to improve the release properties. Therefore during microencapsulation, particle size adjustment always been influenced by methods of encapsulation and core material.83,84

**Methods for Microencapsulation of Probiotics**

Method of microencapsulation includes Air suspension, Multi-orifice centrifugal, Pan coating, Solvent evaporation, spray drying, emulsion method and extrusion method.85

**Extrusion Technique**

Extrusion is the most useful and conjoint methodology to form capsules with the help of hydrocolloid beads. So, this is a most widely accepted technique due to its lesser cost, biocompatibility and formulation environment which offers maximal cell holding capacity and minimal cell damage.86-89

As a result, this methodology involves in preparing a hydrocolloid solution then adding microbes to form cell suspension, then take the suspension with the help of a syringe needle and allow the drops to fall into setting bath. The beads size and shape depend on the needle diameter and free-fall the distance, respectively.

The common material called alginate is mostly used for extrusion, which is a linear hetero-polysaccharide pull out from different algae species to formulate micro-beads. The size of the beads depends on viscosity of sodium alginate that means if viscosity raises the size of bead decreases.92,93

To frame micro-beads all cell suspension is alloyed with a solution of sodium alginate and the admixture is dropped into a solution of calcium chloride (CaCl₂) to make gel spheres quickly by capturing the cells in a three-dimensionally by the lattice of alginate but for mass manufacturing of beads can either accomplished by nozzle system (figure-2) and centrifugal extraction process.

However Centrifugal extraction process is an aqueous extraction process, where the extruded rods separated into a droplet that forms capsules.95,94

![Figure 2: Schematic representation of extrusion methodology to frame micro-beads.](image)

**Emulsion Technique**

This is a finer acclimated method and has been magnificently employed to encapsulate lactic acid
bacteria, here, the addition of lesser bulk of the cell to polymer solution leads to formation of cell polymer suspension which emulsified by adding to an ample volume of a herbal oils (soybean oil, corn oil) then, by adding calcium chloride solution indicted that the formation of gel beads due to breakdown. Where, vegetable oils are continuous phase and cell polymer is alternative phase.

Most of the intellectual report gave an idea on the technique of encapsulation of probiotic-bacilli which have followed the method of emulsion to yield small bulk of capsules shell or beads. The beads or small bulk of capsules are made in a two-step action where first step involves in hardening and dispersion. Then followed by the homogenization procedure, admixture is to frame a water-in-oil emulsion. Once the water-in-oil emulsion made, the water soluble polymers cross-linked to form small gel units in between the oil phase (Fig. 3) however lesser the particle size of internal segment the emulsion, the lesser the concluding micro units will be.

The rapidity of agitation leads to controlling the size of the beads and can differ in the middle of 2 mm and 25 mm. In most of the cases shown that the addition emulsifiers leads to make an enhanced emulsion and this is due to lowering of the surface tension because of emulsifiers, hence leads to yield smaller spheres. Use of Tween 80 at 0.2% is most shared as emulsifier but use of Tween 80 and 0.5% sodium lauryl sulphate together helps to increase size of beads (i.e. produce a bead size of 25-35 mm).

K-carrageeenan a natural polysaccharides from algae, cellulose acetate phthalate and many other supporting materials are used in the emulsion technique.

Spray Drying

Spray drying is the most popular microencapsulation technique because of rapid solidification of coating due to evaporation solvent in which coating material is dissolved (fig.-4). Even though spray drying of Lactobacillus cultures was first prepared in 1914 by Rogers, this thought was not accepted due to very lesser rate of survivability and storage difficulty. So now it has most adopted method of food industry.

Microencapsulation by spray drying is showed by dispersing a core material in a coating solution, followed by atomization of mixture into air stream and the latent heat of vaporization mechanism helps to remove solvent from coating material thus construction of microcapsules as final product.

This process produces spherical microcapsule size ranging from 5-600 micron and commonly employed in the microencapsulation of liquid flavours yielding dry and free flowing powders for industry due to its low bulk density and porous nature of coated particles.

This process might not be appropriate for encapsulating probiotic bacterial culture at high temperature like previous study shown probiotic bacteria count decreased by increasing inlet temperature but by adjusting inlet and outlet temperature viable encapsulated culture with desired particle size can be achievable.

However, according to previous study encapsulation at the rate of inlet temperature of 100°C with 45°C outlet temperature, bifido-bacterial cells were shown satisfactory results with gelatinised modified starch (as coating material).

Air Suspension Technique

Air suspension is an altered technique resembles dispersion of solid where particles are suspended on upward moving air and this is due recirculation breeze mechanism.

This technique brings varied-ranging of coating candidate that gives a new aid for microencapsulation and also capable of smearing in the form of dispersion, emulsion and solvent solution.

However, firstly particles pass through the chamber of coating where polymer solution uses as a coating material and sprayed towards moving particle, then re-circulations mechanism helps to coat those particles in quick successions and product would dry by air stream. So, this procedure gives a proficient and effective
microencapsulation, even particle size of 37 micron can be effectively encapsulating by this method.\textsuperscript{105}

In the recent research evaluated that air-suspension fluidized-bed technique mostly useful for making of microcapsules core and shell having probiotic Lactobacillus paracasei cells as key ingredient. The procedure of air-suspension was accomplished in a Wurster coater system with help of a bottom-spraying atomizer where a solution containing probiotic cells with trehalose, maltodextrin was spray-coated and produces non-agglomerating dry coated particles with high probiotic cell viability (10^7 colony-forming units [cfu]/g particles) where microcrystalline cellulose an indolent carrier used as absorbent.\textsuperscript{106}

**Casting of Materials and Coatings for Probiotics Microencapsulation**

These are commonly used materials for microencapsulation of probiotics like Alginate, chitosan, starch, k-Carrageenan, gelatin, milk, whey protein, inulin etc. Alginate is called a by itself acquired polysaccharide which isolated from several breed of algae and that mainly contains units of two monosaccharide such as α-L-guluronic acerbic and β-D-mannuronic acid where M/G ratios defines the alginate functionality and the gel backbone depends upon top admeasurement of block G. However for ensuring proper solubility water at High temperature (60°C to 80°C) is bare to dissolve alginate. Baffling concentration of alginate is common in acidic atmosphere so, the concentration range of 0.5–4% is mostly applicable.\textsuperscript{107-112}

A polysaccharide called Chitosan contains revoking charge which emerges from their amine groups acquired by de-acytlation of chitin and further Chitosan can polymerize by means of polymer-polymer chain bonding accumulation in presence of anions and poly-anions. However insect cuticles and the membranes of fungi are the main isolation sources but Normally forms gel anatomy by iono-tropic gelation and also soluble at pH <6. It is generally acclimated as coat/shell but not in the form of capsule and most of industries, this can be acclimated as self-healing polyurethane acrylic coating. In case of medicine, may be advantageous for terminating bleeding or as an antibacterial agent and also helpful in release drugs through the skin. Therefore chitosan could be the choice for probiotics encapsulation.\textsuperscript{113}

Starch contains units of D-glucose which linked with glycosidic bonds. Most cases has been acclimated starch, High-amylose bial starch (HACS) and lyophilized bial starch (LCS) as an coating material for production of alginate capsules. However this has been reported that HACS and LCS decomposes when they exposed to pancreatic enzymes but resistant starch (RS) does not get decomposes at same exposure but it gives micro beads acceptable enteric supply appropriate as well gives them probiotic functionality so that they can be acclimated by the probiotic bacilli in the intestine. The assimilation of Hi-Maize starch bacilli enhances sustainability of bacteria compared with the bacilli encapsulated without starch.\textsuperscript{114-118}

Carrageenan is polysaccharides mainly isolated from sea-woods with anatomy consisting of D-galactose units containing α-(1–3) and β (1–4) bonds. This is commonly acceptable in industries due to their gelling properties. There are 3 different types of carrageenan such as kappa (κ), atom (ι), and lambda (λ) where k carrageenan is the mono-sulfated but i and λ are bi-sulfated and tri-sulfated. Carrageenan gelatin depends on change in temperature and that needs 60-80°C to make it properly dissolve. It got safe assurance by several government agencies including FDA, Codex-Alimentarius and the collective FAO/WHO food additive as well. Due to good acceptable gel anatomy that can allure the cell easily but the encapsulation of probiotic cell in κ-carrageenan chaplet keeps the bacilli in an applicable accompaniment however the formed gels are breakable and unable to bear pressures.\textsuperscript{119-126}

**Other Coatings for Encapsulation: (Basically Proteins)**

Gelatin is typically adapted by pharmaceutical industries because it is amphoter in nature therefore this could be accomplished applicant to absorb with polysaccharides like gellan gums. Thermally reversible gelling cause in case of microencapsulation could be its tricky character. So, it is a protein acquired by partial hydrolysis of collagen and has highly viscous with water but forms gels at reduced temperature.\textsuperscript{127}

Milk proteins are familiarised carriers for probiotic cells but they can be acclimated as a drug delivery system due to biocompatibility with their physical and physicochemical assets. The after-effects of the readings are promising therefore using milk proteins as coating material would be an acceptable choice.\textsuperscript{128}

Whey protein seems to be good applicant as coating material because it is biodegradable and often get used by many nutriment products. The protein backgrounds receive altered cell release properties than fat based microencapsulation methods. Thus, Proteins-Based Coating in case of Encapsulation of Probiotics is a superior choice.\textsuperscript{129}

**CONCLUSION**

This review is based on types of methods, principles, use of different materials for encapsulating of probiotic cells and casting of materials for coatings of microencapsulated probiotics. The progresses in this area have been excellent with nutriment ingredients. However, microencapsulation of live bacteria or probiotics and the tools of symbiotic seem to be not established properly. The provision of probiotic bacterias and their improvement of viability in adverse environment will become vital incoming years. The challenges are to select the appropriate prebiotic sources, probiotic sources and encapsulation technique for
symbiotic. The chief assignment is to improve the viability of probiotics in GIT.
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